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Announcements

I Writing piece due April 7. There will be a 10% penalty for
every 3 days it is late.

I I have announced a Wiki to collect examples of
exceptionally well-written papers. Now moved to the
School wiki, wiki.cs.manchester.ac.uk

I I will reorganise the groups based on the people actually
attending. Watch out for this (will email you).
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Presenting Algorithms and Mathematics.



Why this topic

We have to strike a balance,

I Precision afforded by formalism.
I Lucidity afforded by explanations using words.

To me, words are often much easier to comprehend than
formalisms.

You must decide what you are trying to achieve.



Why this topic (cont)

Somewhat motivated by my own personal frustrating seeing
how algorithms and mathematics are presented,

I In student work,
I In work by established researchers.



Why this topic (cont)

Somewhat motivated by my own personal frustrating seeing
how algorithms and mathematics are presented,

I In student work,
I In work by established researchers.

Computer scientists do many other things — present new
languages, new applications, new data sets, new hardware
designs, etc. All present challenges to describing clearly in
text. These are what I know about best.



Presenting Algorithms



What is important to get across

An algorithm is of interest if it solves a problem.
I Perhaps a new problem
I Perhaps an existing problem, but with different

characteristics or properties.
Often unclear in written descriptions:

I What the algorithm is trying to do which is different from
existing algorithms

I Why the reader should believe that it is correct or
reasonable.

I If it is supposed to be “better”, what is meant by better.



What is in an algorithm

I The problem it is designed to address.
I The steps that make up the algorithm.
I Input, output, and required data structures.
I The scope and limitations of application of the algorithm.
I Discussion of correctness (proofs, plausability arguments,

empirical testing).
I Discussion of complexity, both space and time.
I Experimental evaluation.

Not every presentation will contain all of these.



Some papers read like this

I There have been many algorithms proposed to do X.
However, these are all deficient in one important area:

I They weren’t invented by me.
I So, we present one which does satisfy this important

property.
I Next, we performed a bunch of experiments using the

following time-honoured experimental principles,
I “Don’t rest ’til yours is the best”
I “Don’t stop ’til yours is on top”,
I “If your method isn’t the ultimate, obfuscate” (Bad rhyme)
I In conclusion, our method seems to work quite well.
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Some papers read like this bad

I There have been many algorithms proposed to do X.
However, these are all deficient in one important area:

I They weren’t invented by me.
I So, we present one which does satisfy this important

property.
I Next, we performed a bunch of experiments using the

following time-honoured experimental principles,
I “Don’t rest ’til yours is the best”
I “Don’t stop ’til yours is on top”,
I “If your method isn’t the ultimate, obfuscate” (Bad rhyme)
I In conclusion, our method seems to work quite well.



A recent example

Here is what the paper said (essentially).
I We have figured out how to add feature F to algorithm A.

No one had done that before.

I Jones has already shown that adding feature F to A
improves performance (?)

I Smith added feature F to A, but their approach had
deficiencies.

I (Explanation of their method)
I Their experiments:

I Compared their algorithm to algorithm A, not to that of
Smith’s or Jones’s

I Used as comparison percentage of times their algorithm
was better than algorithm A (which obscured how much
better

I In fact, if you averaged all their results, their algorithm was
better than algorithm A only about 50% of the time.
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A recent example
Here is what the paper said (essentially).

I We have figured out how to add feature F to algorithm A.
No one had done that before.

I Jones has already shown that adding feature F to A
improves performance (?)

I Smith added feature F to A, but their approach had
deficiencies.

I (Explanation of their method)
I Their experiments:

I Compared their algorithm to algorithm A, not to that of
Smith’s or Jones’s

I Used as comparison percentage of times their algorithm
was better than algorithm A (which obscured how much
better

I In fact, if you averaged all their results, their algorithm was
better than algorithm A only about 50% of the time.

They concluded that the results showed that their algorithm
was clearly better.



Formalisms for presenting algorithms

The most frequent way of presenting is pseudocode

Algorithm: Bubble Sort
Input: data xi , size m
repeat

Initialize noChange = true.
for i = 1 to m − 1 do

if xi > xi+1 then
Swap xi and xi+1
noChange = false

end if
end for

until noChange is true



Why this level of detail?

I want you to ask yourself this question, is this level of
presentation useful?

Old days: Yes. Because from this it is easiest to translate
into runnable code, so people can test your claims
or use your algorithm.

New days: ??? Make your code available on-line.

You really need explanations to describe why it works, and
how.
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Discussion question

Is it better for others to use your code or reimplement your
algorithm,

I In order to replicate and test your claims
I In order to use your ideas



Formalisms

Following Zobel [Writing for Computer Science]
List style: Algorithm presented as numbered list of steps

with go-tos.
Pseudocode: These require separate prose explanations, in

most cases.
Prosecode: Number each step, never break a loop over steps,

use subnumbering for parts of each step, and
include explanatory text.

Literate code: The algorithm is introduced gradually,
intermingled with discussion of underlying ideas.



Two formalisations of the same algorithm

Optimal stratified sampling algorithm of Liu and Fearnhead,
“Online Inference for Multiple Changepoint Problems”, Journal
of the Royal Statistical Society: Series B, 69 (4). pp. 589-605.
ISSN 1467-9868.
Example of pseudocode: From Joe Mellor’s thesis (next page)
Example of literate code: See page 10 of the original source.

http://eprints.lancs.ac.uk/745/
http://eprints.lancs.ac.uk/745/
http://eprints.lancs.ac.uk/745/


CHAPTER 4. NON-STATIONARY BANDITS 88

Algorithm 4.1 Stratified Optimal Resampling

Require: Distribution {pi : 0 < i ≤ N}, of N particles with ordering σ(i) s.t.
σ(i) < σ(j) for i < j

Require: Parameter M < N
Find α s.t.

�N
i=1 min

�
1, pi

α

�
= M

Initialise u by drawing uniformly from [0,α].
for i = N do

if pi ≥ α then
qi = pi

else
u = u− pi

if u ≤ 0 then
qi = α
u = u + α

else
qi = 0

end if
end if

end for

In order so that
�N

i=1 qi = 1, the remaining M−A particles that are not discarded

are therefore given weight α.

A consequence of ordering the particles is that the maximum Kolmogorov

Smirnov distance between the distribution {pi} and {qi} is bounded by α. The

Kolmogorov Smirnov distance is defined as

KSD = max

�
max

i

�����
i�

j=1

(pj − qj)

�����

�
,

where the first maximisation is over realisations of q1, . . . , qN . This is a metric

describing the maximum distance between the cumulative density of the original

distribution, {pi}, and the resampled one, {qi}.

The expression
�N

i=1 min(1, pi

α
) = M can be solved for α via a quick-select

method on the probabilities pi. A pivot is found (via a median of medians ap-

proach for example) and the particles are sorted into two bins, left and right, with

those in left having probability less than the pivot, and those in right having prob-

ability greater than the pivot. A candidate solution for α is found by assuming

that min(1, pi/α) = 1 for all pi in right, leading to a simple rearrangement of

equation 4.7 to find α. Given this value of α we can evaluate
�N

i=1 min(1, pi

α
). If



Pictures are good, too

Monte Carlo Tree Search Algorithm
Helps explain the structure of the algorithm.

http://mcts.ai/about/index.html


Analysis

Possibilities
Experimental analysis: We will talk about this more next time.
Asymptotic complexity: Be careful of the level of formality of

your audience.
I Formally, Big-O denotes an upper bound on

the asymptotic complexity.
I Some us it less formally, as the asymptotic

complexity.



Presenting Mathematics



Two great resources. Links on the course webpage.
I “Handbook of Writing for the Mathematical Sciences”,

Nicholas J. Higham, SIAM, 1998, Chapter 3.
I “Mathematical Writing”, Donald E. Knuth, Tracy L.

Larrabee, and Paul M. Roberts, 1989.

I will give some simple rules or suggestions.



Formalisms require explanation

Don’t let formal exposition replace expository writing.
A complex mathematical analysis or proof requires guidance
along the way. Use phrases like,

The goal is to . . . We first need to show . . . This is the
essential part of the analysis . . . Before we give the
details, we will outline the strategy of the proof . . .

Help the reader



Use examples

When introducing complex constructs it is very helpful to
introduce simple examples before the general case.

Example:
I When introducing extensive-form games in

Game Theory, give examples of games with
some description: chess, poker, pricing
games.

I Before the formal definition (if necessary), as
a tuple 〈N,T , · · · , 〉, where, N is, blah, blah,
blah.



Mathematical expressions are parts of sentences
English grammar still applies.
Right or Wrong? There is a formula telling how to multiply two

N × N matrices A and B to get result C.

Cij =
N∑

k=1

AikBkj (1)

Better The formula to multiply two N × N matrices A and
B to get result C is

Cij =
N∑

k=1

AikBkj . (2)

or The N × N matrix multiplication C = AB can be
expressed,

Cij =
N∑

k=1

AikBkj , (3)

where Mij is the i th j th component of a matrix M.
(Note the commas, the spelling of i th, not i th.)
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Make it readable

I Don’t start a sentence with a symbol.
I Don’t have a symbol at the start of a clause after one at

the end of a clause.
Bad: If x > 0 y < 0.

Better: If x > 0 then y < 0.
I Don’t introduce too many symbols too close together.

A = H̃exp (−xH∗
y )

A+B , where H̃ is . . . (long list), is sure hard to
read.



Smaller rules

Use LATEX: Nothing I have seen or used produces mathematics
which looks as good or is ultimately as easy to use.

Sometimes hard when you collaborate with
WORD-using biologists, psychologists, etc.

Find a good editing tool: I use GNU emacs, with AUCTex and
RefTex modes. It can do a lot of LATEXfor you, and it helps you
label sections, figures, and equations consistently.



Some LATEXthings
I The symbol ˜ produces an unbreakable space. So write
Figure˜3 or Equation˜\ref{eq:mainEquation} to
prevent line-breaking to separate the word from the
number.

I Dashes, there are three kinds.
1. Hyphen — used to group modifiers. Example is

“worst-case bound”. Without the hyphen, it is a worst
bound and a case bound. In LATEX, this is written with a
single dash -.

2. En-dash — Number ranges use something called the
en-dashed. This is written with two dashs. For example,
pages 22--31 produces pages 22–31. Also, according
to Higham, this form is used to join compound words which
do not modify each others, e.g. the Turing–Church
Hypothesis.

3. Em-dash — A dash separating two clauses in a sentence
— like this — is written with three dashes. I have been
using these as separators in this list.



More Latex

I With “double” quotes and ‘single’ quotes, it is a different
character on the left and the right. Otherwise, it looks
”funny”.

I To embed URLs in a document, use \url or the
hyperref package.



Figures in LATEX

I use
\usepackage{graphicx}
\newcommand{\figurescale}[2]{\resizebox{#1\textwidth}{!}{\includegraphics{#2}}}

And then to place a PDF figure from figurename.pdf, use
something like
\figurescale{0.8}{figurename}

This will fill 0.8 of the width of the page.
Also, if your figure does not fill the bounding box (it has been
produced by Matlab, for example), the Linux command
pdfcrop is worth knowing.



Homework

problem
What follows is (what I think is) a very simple algorithm in
pseudocode, along with (what I think is) some poorly
expressed mathematical explanation.
Write it out in literate code, or whatever way you think
expresses why the algorithm works and what its steps are.



Find the square-root of a number S to within tolerance ε
Require: S > 0, tolerance ε
Ensure: x =

√
S ± ε

{Compute an initial guess}
Let c be the number of (decimal) digits of S.
Let n be c − 1
{I.e. S = a× 10n in scientific notation}
if n is even, then

x = 2× 10n/2

else
x = 6× 10bn/2c

end if
while x2 − S ≥ ε do

x ← 1
2 (x + S/x)

end while
return: x

Pretty clear what it does???



Why this works

I We need an initial guess which is not too far off S.
I If x >

√
S, then S/x <

√
S.

I So, the arithmetic mean of these two approximations
should be a closer approximation.

I Their geometric average would yield exactly S, and using
the fact that the geometric mean is less than or equal to
the arithmetic mean, the updated x will be an
overestimate again. So, this can be iterated.

I An equation can be derived for the relative error.

εn+1 =
ε2

n
2(1 + εn)
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